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Abstract - This paper picturesquely depicts the comparison of
different methodologies adopted for predicting the load
forecastingand highlights the changing trend and values under
new circumstances using latest non analytical soft computing
techniques employed in the field of electrical load forecasting. A
very clear advocacy about the changing trends from conventional
and obsolete to the modern techniques is explained in very simple
way. Load forecast has been a central and an integral process in
the planning and operation of electric utilities. Many techniques
and approaches have been investigated to tackle this problem in
the last two decades. These are often different in nature and
apply different engineering considerations and economic
analysis. Further a clear comparison is also presented between
the past standard practices with the current methodology of
electrical load demand forecasting. Besides all this, different
important points are highlighted which need special attention
while doing load forecasting when the environment is competitive
and deregulated one.

load switching, contract evaluation, and infrastructure
development. Now days, development in every sector is a
heading at a very rapid pace and in the same pattern, the
demand for power is also growing. While speaking about
electrical power, it is important to understand that it has
three main sectors i.e. generation, transmission and
distribution. Electrical power generated by any source is
then
transmitted through transmission lines at different
voltage level and then distributed to different categories of
consumers later on. It is not as simple as described in few
words but every stage is a complete independent system in
itself. Effective load forecasts can help to improve and
properly plan these three fields of power systems [1].load
forecasting has three techniques as shown in figure 1.1.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Load forecasting came in picture with the introduction of
power system. The primary objective of an electric power
system is to supply the various types of customers’ i.e.
Commercial, industrial, military, agricultural and domestic
customers at a minimum overall cost. The consumption of
electricity is totally dependent on human activities and any
electrical appliance had to be installed and turned on/off
according to user's will. Therefore load forecasting is
important for proper planning and operation of power
system. The electric forecasting becomes complicated as its
end uses expand and require efficient methodology.
II.

CLASSES OF LoAD FORECASTING
METHODOLOGIES

Electrical Load Forecasting is the estimation for
future
load by an industry or utility company. Load forecasting is
vitally important for the electric industry in the deregulated
economy. A large variety of mathematical methods have
been developed for load forecasting. It has many
applications including energy purchasing and generation,
www.ijspr.com
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Fig. 1.1 Basic Load Forecasting Techniques.
Samuel Insull, an innovator and investor of electric
utilityindustry, introduced the concept of load forecasting in
1894. He analyzed that different load consumption pattern
e.g. domestic and commercial end use has maximum
consumption at day time whereas industries during nights.
To my knowledge first time Reyneau [1] worked on this. It
is not stopped here but careful planning and research for
specific forecast of specific need [2] is continued. With the
sky rocking growth of power system networks and the
increase in there complexity load forecasting [3] is one of
the influential critical factors for economic operation of
power system. A number of techniques and models have
been developed by researchers to solving the load
forecasting problem. Diversity in different modelling
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techniques is because of nature of data sets in hand, type of
load forecasting and nature of
influencing factors on
load variation [4]. Based on
time
horizon
load
forecasting is classified as:
 Short term Load forecasting: this is usually for a few
hours to few weeks.
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combined using weighted multi-model forecasting
techniques, showing adequate results in practical systems.
However, these methods cannot properly represent the
complex nonlinear relationships that exist between the load
and a series of factors that influence it, which are typically
dependent on system changes (e.g., season or time of day).
The short term load forecasting methods are

 Medium Term Load Forecasting: this is usually for a
few months to few months.
 Long Term Load Forecasting: This is valid for longer
than 1 year.

 Similar Day Lookup Approach
 Regression Based Approach
 Time Series Analysis

III.

SHORT TERM FORCASTING
 Artificial Neural Network

Short term forecasting is the most preferable type of load
forecasting as it is valid for a few hours to few weeks.
Generally it is performed on daily basis for the day ahead
with hourly or below it. Various conventional techniques
[25] are available in literature and most popular technique is
defined as statistical technique [26]. The emergence of
artificial intelligence technologies [27] has modified these
conventional techniques over the last decades. The load
forecasting is influenced by several factors, i.e.: economics,
times, weather, and random effects [4]. One of the difficult
tasks with STLF is that these factors influences different
areas with different contribution and therefore a specified
prediction algorithms [28, 29] is needed. The diversity in
usage area and generation will lead to various forecasting
techniques [30]. Based on the various types of studies
present in literature, [31, 32, 33] the load forecasting
techniques may be classified into Conventional, Modified
and Soft computing based Forecasting Techniques [46].
High forecasting accuracy and speed are the two most
important requirements of short-term load forecasting and it
is important to analyze the load characteristics and identify
the main factors affecting the load. In electricity markets, the
traditional load affecting factors such as season, day type
and weather, electricity price that have voluntary and may
have a complicated relationship with system load.
Various forecasting techniques have been applied to shortterm load forecasting to improve accuracy and efficiency. In
general, these techniques can be classified as either
traditional or modern. Traditional statistical load forecasting
techniques, such as regression, time series, pattern
recognition, Kalman filters, etc., have been used in practice
for a long time, showing the forecasting accuracy that is
system dependent. These traditional methods can be
www.ijspr.com

 Expert System
 Fuzzy logic
 Support Vector Machines.
 Hybrid Techniques
1) Similar Day Lookup Approach: Similar day approach is
based on searching historical data of days of one, two or
three years having the similar characteristics to the day
of forecast. The characteristics include similar weather
conditions, similar day of the week or date. The load of
the similar day is considered as the forecast. Now,
instead of taking a single similar day, forecasting is
done through linear combinations or regression
procedures by taking several similar days. The trend
coefficients of the previous years are extracted from the
similar days and forecast of the concern day is done on
their basis.
2) Regression Based Approach: Regression is the one of
most widely used statistical techniques. For electric load
forecasting, regression methods are usually used to
model the relationship of load consumption and other
factors such as weather, day type, and customer class.
There are several regression models for the next day
peak forecasting. Their models contain deterministic
influences such as holidays, random variables
influences such as average loads, and exogenous
influences such as weather.
3) Time Series Analysis:The time series approach is
most popular [38]. Due to accuracy of its results. It is
still used by many utilities companies. To forecast
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present load the time series observes the actual load
pattern. Characteristics of the added linear filter make it
capable of into Auto Regressive (AR), Moving-Average
(MA), and Auto Regressive
Integrated
Moving
Average (ARIMA) and Autoregressive Moving
Average (ARMA) processes. This is a very popular
class of forecasting models.
4) Artificial Neural Network: Artificial neural networks
has been introduced in electric load forecasting problem
since 1992 [42]. Neural networks posses’ linear or
nonlinear mathematical function between input and
output variable. Usually ANN consists of a number of
interconnected layers. Some timefeedback are also
utilized to increase the accuracy of model.
5) Expert System: Expert systems are new techniques that
have emerged as a result of advances in the field of
articial intelligence. An expert system is a computer
program that has the ability to reason, explain, and have
its knowledge base expanded as new information
becomes available to it.To build the model, the
knowledge engineer’ extracts load forecasting
knowledge from an expert in the by what is called the
knowledge base component of the expert system. This
knowledge is represented as facts and IF-THEN rules,
and consists of the set of relationships between the
changes in the system load and changes in natural and
forced condition factors that effect the use of electricity.
This rule base is used daily to generate the forecasts.
Some of the rules do not change over time, while others
have to be updated continually.
6) Fuzzy logic: Fuzzy logic is a technique which do not
involve mathematical expression of inputs and outputs.
In the fuzzy logic forecaster past load data are used to
train input and output pattern will be generated after
defuzzification. It is well known that a fuzzy logic
system with centroid defuzzification can identify and
approximate any unknown dynamic system (here load)
on the compact set to arbitrary accuracy. Liu et al.
(1996) observed that a fuzzy logic system has great
capability in drawing similarities from huge data. The
similarities in input data (L¡i ¡ L0) can be identified by
different first order differences (Vk) and second-order
differences (Ak), which are defined as:
V k = (L k -L k-1 )/T, & A k = (V k -V k-1 )/T
The fuzzy logic-based forecaster works in two stages:
training and on-line forecasting.
www.ijspr.com
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7) Support Vector Machines: Support Vector Machines
(SVM) are the most powerful and very recent
techniques for the solution of classification and
regression problems. This approach was come to known
from the work of Vapnik’s, his statistical learning
theory. Other from the neural network and other
intelligent systems, which try to define the complex
functions of the inputs, support vector machines use the
nonlinear mapping of the data in to high dimensional
features by using the kernel functions mostly. In support
vector machines, we use simple linear functions to
create linear decision boundaries in the new space. In
the case of neural network, the problem is in the
choosing of architecture and in the case of support
vector machine, problems occurs in choosing a suitable
kernel.
8) Integrated Techniques or Hybrid Techniques:
9) It is very difficult for a forecaster to select a unique
model for unique situations. Generally a number of
models are proposed and one with the most accurate
result or minimum error is selected. However, the final
selected model may not necessarily be the best due to
some other factors. Different combining two or more
techniques these errors can be easily removed. The
integrated model [44] of different techniques is known
as Hybrid system, which utilizes combination of
different techniques
IV.

COMPARISON OF APPROACHES

In addition to classifying load-forecasting approaches, it is
important to compare different categories and individual
techniques. A number of researchers have attempted to
empirically compare some of the methods used in load
forecasting. One of the earliest and most comprehensive
comparisons is made by Willis and Northcote-Green (1984),
who performed comparison tests on 14 load forecasting
methods. Atlas et al. (1989) compared the performance of
different structuresof neural networks with regression
models. Dash et al. (1995a) also compared several fuzzy
neural network based methods. Another comparison
between neural networks and econometric models of
forecasting electricity consumption was performed by Liu et
al. (1991). Girgis et al. (1995) used actual load data to
compare estimation errors of one-hour ahead and onedayahead forecasts associated with three self-learning
forecasting techniques. These techniques are: adaptive
Kalman Filter, neural networks, and expert systems.On the
basis of a simulation study, Liu et al. (1996) compared three
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other techniques of fuzzy logic (FL),neural networks (NN)
and autoregressive models (AR),concluding that NN and FL
are much superior to AR models of STLF. Other limited
comparative data exist, provided by many researchers to
establish the superiority of their proposed forecasting
methods over a limited number of previously published
methods. For example, Mbamalu and El-Hawary (1993)
compared their interactive autoregressive model to the BoxJenkins method. Willis et al. (1995) compared their
simulation-based method to two other simulation methods.
Wu and Lu (1999) compared their fuzzy modelling method
to Box- Jenkins transfer functions and ANN. Srinivasan et
al. (1999) compared their NN-fuzzy expert system
methodology to a regression-based model, showing
significant improvement in forecasting accuracy. The need
for upto-date comprehensive comparisons of the di€ erent
load forecasting methods provides a challenging opportunity
for future research, given the wide variety of objectives and
assumptions, and the unlimited possibility of mixingand
matching different components of various methods.
V.

CONCLUSION

Different techniques have been applied to load
forecasting.Eight approaches have been reviewed in this
paper viz are Similar Day Lookup Approach, Regression
Based Approach,Time Series Analysis,Artificial Neural
Network,Expert System ,Fuzzy logic, Support Vector
Machines & Hybrid Techniques.After surveying all these
approaches, we can observe a clear trend toward new,
stochastic, and dynamic forecasting techniques. It seems a
lot of current research effort is focused on three such
methods: fuzzy logic, expert systems and particularly neural
networks. There is also a clear move towards hybrid
methods, which combine two or more of these techniques.
VI.

horizon. Longer term forecasts (i.e., 5 to 20 years or longer)
depend heavily on accurate customer growth forecasts.For
energy retailers and utilities that are responsible for
procuring short-term power to meet the energy needs of
their portfolio of clients the forecast accuracy range depends
heavily on the composition of the customer portfolio. In
general, the larger the portfolio (i.e. the greater the number
of customers served) the more accurate the forecasts
become. This is due to the fact that as bigger the number of
the portfolio size is, the bigger the number of the customers’
electricity demand that is taking into consideration as an
input in the forecasting methods and the predictions of the
load and price are more accurate than the case of a small
portfolio size.
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